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Abstract. In this talk we study the renormalization of the effective Kähler potential at one and two
loops for general four dimensional (non–renormalizable)N = 1 supersymmetric theories described
by arbitrary Kähler potential, superpotential and gauge kinetic function. We consider the Wess-
Zumino model as an example.
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INTRODUCTION
The use of the effective action in quantum field theories has proven to be a powerful
tool. The effective action of a supersymmetric theory is encoded by three functions of
the chiral multiplets. The superpotential and the gauge kinetic function are holomor-
phic and consequently much constraint. This is reflected in various non–renormalization
theorems [1] for these functions and lead to results to all order [2, 3], and even non–
perturbative results [4, 5]. The third function, the real Kähler potential receives cor-
rections at all orders in perturbation theory. Precisely, because for the Kähler potential
there are no non–renormalization theorems, it is interesting to understand its higher or-
der quantum corrections. The computation of the effective Kähler potential can be used
in phenomenological applications, as it encodes the wave function renormalization of
chiral multiplets. The physical masses can only be determined when the effect of wave
function renormalization is taken into account. A direct computation of the wave func-
tion renormalization quickly corresponds to an order of a hundred (super)graphs, while
even in the most general case we needed to compute only about a dozen.
In this talk we review supergraph computation of the Kähler potential up to two loops
including gauge interaction [6]. The calculation was performed in a background of chiral
multiplets. To avoid mixing between the quantum chiral and vector multiplets a super-
symmetric variant of the Feynman–’t Hooft gauge fixing was employed. The divergent
one and two loop supergraphs were regularized using the DR scheme. Before, only some
partial results have been obtained at two loop, for the renormalizable Wess–Zumino
model with a cubic superpotential [7]. The extension to a general non–renormalizable
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FIGURE 1. Summing all bubble diagrams give the one loop effective Kähler potential.
Wess–Zumino [8] did not look covariant and formed part of the motivation for our work.
Because the two loop result is rather complicated, we use the Wess–Zumino model as
an illustration.
GAUGED NON-LINEAR SUPERSYMMETRIC SIGMA MODEL
We start with a general N = 1 supersymmetric non–linear sigma model of (anti–)chiral
superfields φ a( ¯φa) described by a Kähler potential K( ¯φ ,φ) and a superpotential W (φ).
Gaa = K,aa is the resulting Kähler metric. Some of the linear isometries are gauged
using vector superfields V = V ITI. The algebra of these Hermitean generators TI is
encoded in purely imaginary structure coefficients cKIJ. The classical Lagrangian is
given by:
Lcl =
1
2
∫
d4θ K( ¯φ ,e2V φ) +
∫
d2θ
(
W (φ)+ fIJ(φ)W I αW Jα
)
+ h.c. (1)
The gauge kinetic function fIJ is symmetric in the gauge indices I and J. Its real part
hIJ = 12( fIJ + ¯fIJ) is equal to the gauge coupling 1/g2. The super gauge field strengths
are given by Wα =−18 D2(e−2V Dαe2V ).
The quantum corrections to the Kähler potential are determined by using background
field method: One expans the theory around some non–trivial background φ for the
chiral multiplets by replacing φ → φ +Φ, while assuming a trivial background for
the gauge sector. Only the quantum fields Φ and V appear in the loops. Gauge fixing is
performed by introducing the Faddeev–Poppov (FP) ghosts C,C′, and Nielsen–Kallosh
(NK) ghost χ . The gauge fixing Lagrangian
LGF = −
∫
d4θ hIJ ΘIΘJ , ΘI = −
√
2
4
D2
(
V I + (h−1)IJKaa(TJφ)a 1
✷
Φa
)
(2)
is a generalization of the Feynman–’t Hooft gauge fixing for spontaneously broken gauge
theories [9]. The combined ghost Lagrangian reads
LFP+NK = −
∫
d4θ hIJ χ¯ IχJ +
1√
2
∫
d2θ C′IδΛΘI +
1√
2
∫
d2 ¯θ C′IδΛΘ
I
, (3)
where δΛΘI denotes the variation of the gauge.
ONE AND TWO LOOPS EFFECTIVE KÄHLER POTENTIAL
The one loop calculation of the effective Kähler potential involves the computation of
one loop vacuum bubble graphs with multiple insertions of two–point interactions, as
a b
FIGURE 2. The two loop diagrams either have the “8” (figure a) or “⊖” (figure b) topology.
indicated in figure 1. The effective one loop Kähler potential is given by
K1L = − 116pi2 Trh
−1M2C
(
2− ln h
−1M2C
µ¯2
)
+
1
32pi2 trM
2
W
(
2− ln M
2
W
µ¯2
)
, (4)
where µ¯2 = 4pie−γ µ2 defines the MS renormalization scale, (M2C)IJ = 2 ¯φTIGTJφ
is mass matrix of the FP ghosts, and finally chiral superfield mass matrix M2W =
G−1W (G−1)TW results from the superpotential. The traces over the chiral multiplet and
the adjoint representation are denoted by tr and Tr, respectively. Our one loop results are
consistent with the existing literature [10, 11, 12, 13].1
At the two loop level there are two different topologies of the supergraphs that may
contribute to the Kähler potential, see in figure 2. These two loop supergraphs are
reduced to two loop scalar graphs using standard supergraph techniques. Being two
loop graphs, these integrals contain subdivergences. The subtraction of subdivergences
is crucial because otherwise one would not obtain local counter terms from the two loop
level onwards. The expressions of two loops scalar integral “8” (figure 2.a) and “⊖”
(figure 2.b) with their subdivergences and poles subtracted off can be computed using
the methods described in [14], and are denoted respectively by J and I [6]. The full two
Kähler potential is given by
K2L =
1
2
Raabb Jaabb(M2,M2)+
1
6 W
;abcW;abc Iaabbcc(M2,M2,M2)
+
1
2
hLP cPIN hJQ cQKM
{
IIJKLMN(M2C,M
2
C,M
2
V )− IIJKLMN(M2C,M2C
T
,M2V )
}
−(GTIφ)a;a ( ¯φTJG)b;b IaabbIJ(M2,M2,M2V )
+
1
8 fIK a
¯fJL a
{
2h−1KL JaaIJ(M2,M2V )−G−1aa JIJKL(M2V ,M2V )
+(TMφ)a( ¯φTN)aIIJKLMN(M2V ,M2V ,M2C)
}
+
1
8
{
fIKb(G−1W )ba ¯fJLb(G−1TW )ba
− fMK a ¯fNL a
(
δ MI(h−1M2V )NJ + δ NJ(h−1M2V )MI
)}
IaaIJKL(M2,M2V ,M
2
V )
+
1
2
(
fIK a (M2C)JL ;a + ¯fIK a (M2C)JL ;a
)
IaaIJKL(M2,M2V ,M
2
V ) . (5)
1 In the non–Abelian case the ghost mass M2C and vector mass M2V = 12 (M
2
C+M
2
C
T
) are not equal anymore,
so that our results slightly deviate from these reference which use a different gauge.
In this expression we introduced the Kähler curvature Raabb, and the third covariant
derivatives W;abc of the superpotential. Furthermore, we defined the full mass matrix for
the chiral multiplets M = MW +MG, with (M2G)ab = 2(TIφ)a (h−1)IJ ( ¯φTJG)b the mass
of the Goldstone bosons in the gauge (2).
Obvious in this talk we do not have time to discuss this computation in detail, instead
let us just mention one interesting fact. The first term proportional to the curvature term
is a result of supergraphs with both the “8” and the “⊖” topology, where the vertices are
the fourth and two third mixed derivatives of the Kähler potential. The covariant result
involving the curvature is only after realizing that in this case the “⊖” supergraph turns
into scalar graph with the “8” topology.
THE WESS–ZUMINO MODEL AT TWO LOOPS
Because the two loop result (5) above is obtained for general gauged non–linear su-
persymmetric sigma models, it’s expression is rather complicated. We use the simplest
supersymmetric theory in four dimensions, the Wess–Zumino model, to illustrate our
one and two loop results. The Kähler potential of this model is trivial: K = ¯φφ , which
means that the connection and curvature are all zero. The superpotential is given by
W (φ) = 1
2
mφ 2 + 13! λ φ
3 , (6)
with m and λ complex parameters. The expressions for the one and two loop Kähler
potentials, (4) and (5) simplify to
K1L =
1
16pi2
1
2
M2W
{
2 − ln M
2
W
µ¯2
}
, (7)
K2L =
1
(16pi2)2
1
4
M2W |λ |2
{
−5+4 ln M
2
W
µ¯2 − ln
2 M2W
µ¯2 +12κ
( 4√
3
)}
. (8)
with M2W = |m+λ φ |2 , and the function κ(x) can be found in [6, 14].
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